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Section 1
Community Resilience Building Workshops
1.1 Overview
The Town of Pepperell, like other communities
in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, is
already feeling the impacts of climate change.
In particular, the community has experienced
severe weather related to inland flooding and
extreme winter events. There have been 20
natural hazard incidents that triggered federal
or state disaster declarations since 1991 that
have affected Pepperell. The Town has had to
manage extreme storm events such as the
back to back Winter Storms Riley and Skylar in
March 2018, where over 20 inches of snow was
FIGURE 1: 2010 Roadway flooding
recorded by the end of the second storm.
along Route 119 in Pepperell
Pepperell experienced a drought that lasted
from June 2016 through May 2017 and
impacted the public water supply, businesses, and the public. The October 2011
“Halloween Storm” caused power outages for seven days in Town. Tropic Storm Irene in
August 2011 caused devastating flooding and wind damage. The March 2010 storm caused
the Nashua River to experience its worst flood in 23 years, resulting in substantial impacts
in Pepperell including closure of Routes 119 and 111. In the future, the Town anticipates
more severe and commonly occurring weather events due to climate change such as
increased flooding from large rain events, more substantial winter storms, and a greater
likelihood of drought, including increased extreme heat days and heat waves. These
extreme weather events will test Pepperell’s ability to prepare for and respond to
emergencies.
In 2017, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts inaugurated the Municipal Vulnerability
Preparedness (MVP) program to assist municipalities in planning for and implementing
strategies to adapt to predicted changes in our warming climate. The Executive Office of
Energy and Environmental Affairs (EEA) oversees and implements the MVP program.
Funds are awarded to municipalities under two categories of work: planning grants and
action grants.
To proactively prepare for climate resiliency and begin to consider adaptation strategies,
Pepperell applied for an MVP Planning Grant that also includes funding to prepare a Townspecific update of the 2015 Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP) prior to expiration of
the Regional HMP.

1.1.1 How does the MVP Planning Process Augment the HMP?
The Federal Disaster Mitigation Act, adopted in 2000, requires that after November 1,
2004, all municipalities that wish to continue to be eligible to receive Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) Hazard Mitigation Grant funding for hazard mitigation
activities must adopt a local Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP) and update the plan every five
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years. Note that this planning requirement does not affect federally authorized disaster
assistance funding and is exempt from the HMP requirement.
Currently, Pepperell is included in the “Hazard Mitigation Plan for the Northern Middlesex
Region”, which was approved by FEMA in August 2015. This plan covers Billerica,
Chelmsford, Dracut, Dunstable, Lowell, Pepperell, Tewksbury, Tyngsborough, and
Westford and was prepared under the overall direction of the Northern Middlesex Council
of Governments (NMCOG). This plan will expire in August 2020.
The MVP effort supplements the HMP process by providing a statewide and major basinspecific climate change data to use in the natural hazard risk assessment and a consistent
methodology for public engagement through the Community Resilience Building (CRB)
process. Figure 2 demonstrates the overlap between the MVP and HMP development.

FIGURE 2: Overlap between MVP and HMP Development

1.1.2 Overview of the Community Resilience Building (CRB) Process
The CRB methodology is an “anywhere at any scale” format that draws on stakeholders’
wealth of information and experiences to foster a collaborative dialogue about the
strengths and vulnerabilities within a community, identify potential resiliency actions, and
advance the education, planning, and ultimately implementation of priority actions. Figure
3 provides an overview of this process from the CRB Workshop Guide, which is available
online at: https://www.communityresiliencebuilding.com/
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FIGURE 3: Overview of the CRB Process

During the workshops, participants interact at both small and large group levels, using an
iterative process to gather input, synthesize ideas across groups, and ultimately develop
a set of priority resilience and adaptation actions. Each workshop’s central objectives are
to:


Define the top local natural and climate-related hazards of concern;



Identify existing and future strengths and vulnerabilities of the Community;



Develop prioritized actions for the Community; and



Identify immediate opportunities to collaboratively advance actions to increase
resilience.

1.2 Pepperell’s CRB Planning Activities
Lisa Davis, Planning Board Advisor, served as the Local Project Manager for undertaking
the integrated MVP and HMP planning process. The Town partnered with Tighe & Bond, a
state-certified MVP Provider, to complete the town-specific HMP Update and undertake the
CRB process, including holding the CRB workshops.
To complete Step A of the CRB Guide, the Town of Pepperell drew from multiple
departments, boards, and commissions to form the Core Team for the MVP. In addition,
Pepperell formed an Advisory Group to create a knowledge base among citizens for a
longer-term commitment on working locally to combat climate change impacts and
develop a more sustainable community.
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Together, these groups identified and engaged the community stakeholders to participate
in the CRB workshops and the listening session. Community stakeholders included
municipal staff not already a member of the Core Team, elected and appointed officials in
Pepperell, municipal staff and representatives from abutting communities, NMCOG staff,
environmental non-profits, representatives from power utilities, owners and managers of
local businesses (including pharmacies, large employers, contractors, farms, tree removal
services), and the citizens involved in local planning such as the ongoing Master Plan.
The following provides additional detail on the overcall CRB planning process undertaken
by the Town of Pepperell to obtain MVP Community Designation and support the ongoing
town-specific HMP update.

1.2.1 Core Team Meetings
The MVP kickoff meeting, held on July 15, 2019, was coordinated to involve the Core Team
at an early stage in the planning process. At this meeting, Tighe & Bond presented an
overview of EEA’s MVP Program and Goals, reviewed the scope, schedule, and budget,
discussed public involvement and outreach, and reviewed the CRB process.
The Core Team met on September 26, 2019, to review and prioritize natural hazards,
discuss the draft asset inventory and assets most at risk, and plan for the workshops
including logistics and outreach.
The Core Team met again on February 13, 2020, to review and prioritize the mitigation
strategies, review draft deliverables to date, and finalize the schedule for the public
meeting and listening session, and define further Advisory Group actions.
Materials documenting the Core Team meetings are provided in Appendix A.

1.2.2 Advisory Group Meetings
The Advisory Group met on October 7, 2019, to review the prioritization of natural hazards
that apply to Pepperell and to discuss the top four hazards, review and confirm community
assets, and define a strategy to help engage local businesses to attend MVP Workshops.
The Advisory Group also met on January 27, 2020, to review progress to date and set
deadline for input by Group on draft documents, and review previous mitigation strategies
and discuss new mitigation strategies.
Materials documenting the meetings are provided in Appendix A.

1.2.3 Community Resilience Building Workshops
Community stakeholders were invited to participate in one of two CRB workshops on
October 28 or November 2, 2019, at the Pepperell Community Center. The list of
community stakeholders invited to the workshops is included in Appendix A.
The October 28th workshop was attended by 25 participants. The November 2nd workshop
was attended by 16 participants.
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Each workshop began with a
chance for attendees to sign in
and denote where they live or
work in Pepperell.
Town
Administrator
Andrew
MacLean
provided
an
introduction to the Town’s
MVP/HMP
planning
process,
welcomed attendees to the
workshop, and thanked the Core
Team and Advisory Group.
Tighe & Bond provide a formal
presentation
of
the
MVP
program, the CRB workshop
process, outlined climate change
projections for the Town and
Commonwealth, and reviewed
Pepperell’s top natural hazards
(Step B of the CRB Guide).
Attendees were invited to
discuss the top hazards and
modify as needed.

PHOTO 1: Town Administrator Andrew MacLean
welcoming attendees to the first CRB Workshop and
thanking the Core Team and Advisory Group

Participants were asked to complete a series of three facilitated small group discussions
to fill out the CRB Risk Matrix by:
1. Identifying important community assets most vulnerable to natural hazards in four
categories (for consistency with HMP requirements): infrastructure, societal,
economic, and environmental, and define if these are a vulnerability, a strength,
or both (Step C of the CRB Guide);
2. Determining mitigation
actions to address
vulnerabilities and protect
strengths (Step D of the
CRB Guide); and
3. Prioritizing and scheduling
the mitigation actions
(Step E of the CRB Guide).

PHOTO 2: (On right) Group from
Workshop #1 in process
determining mitigation actions and
completing a portion of the CRB
Risk Matrix
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PHOTO 3: (On left) Group
from Workshop #2
working to refine priorities
and timeline for mitigation
actions and complete CRB
Risk Matrix

PHOTO 4: (below) Group
from Workshop #2
presenting top
community assets and
associated mitigation
actions

Following this small group discussion process,
each group reported to the full group on the top
risks and strengths and mitigation actions
based on the group’s prioritization and
scheduling. Collectively, the group voted to
further define the priorities (Step E/F of the
CRB Guide).
Workshop
meeting
materials
including
completed sign-in sheets, presentations, maps,
notes, and completed matrices are provided in
Appendix B. The compiled CRB matrix is
provided in Appendix D.

PHOTO 5: (On left)
Results of collective
voting from workshop #1
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1.2.4 Listening Session
A listening session to present the final report and review the high priority actions identified
through the CRB workshops was held on [DATE], at the Pepperell Community Center.
Town Staff led the session with support from NMCOG. [NUMBER] residents were in
attendance.
Town staff facilitated discussion including resident input on the following:


Discussion point



Discussion point

Sign in sheets, meeting materials, and the presentation for the listening session are
provided in Appendix E.
Include photos
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Top Hazards and Vulnerable Areas
This section discusses Steps B and C of the CRB Process to characterize hazards and
identify community vulnerabilities and strengths (a.k.a. community assets).

2.1 Natural Hazard Risks
2.1.1 State Identified Hazards
The 2018 Massachusetts State Hazard Mitigation and Climate Adaptation Plan (SHMCAP)1
provides an in-depth overview of natural hazards in Massachusetts. The State Plan
identifies 14 natural hazards that have an impact or have a history of impacting
communities in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. These hazards are as follows:

FIGURE 4: Hazards Identified in the SHMCAP

https://www.mass.gov/files/documents/2018/10/26/SHMCAP-September2018-FullPlan-web.pdf
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2.1.2 Hazards that Apply to Pepperell
The SHMCAP includes coastal flooding, coastal erosion, and tsunamis; however, because
Pepperell is not a coastal community, these hazards are not applicable and therefore are
not further discussed or evaluated in this report.
The Core Team and Advisory Team reviewed the remaining natural hazards identified in
the SHMCAP and identified natural hazards that have impacted Pepperell in the past or
could impact Pepperell in the future. The hazards selection for Pepperell was made using
local expertise from the Planning Team, information from the 2015 Regional Hazard
Mitigation Plan, the SHMCAP and other sources. All of the natural hazards presented in
the SHMCAP except those applicable to coastal communities were included in the ranking
process.
The Advisory Team reviewed each natural hazard and analyzed the history of occurrence
in Town, hazard probability, hazard frequency, geographic extent, and severity of impact.
Each of these categories were ranked based off of the Hazard Profile Definitions, displayed
in Table 1 and taken from the 2018 SHMCAP.
TABLE 1: Hazard Profile Definitions (2018 SHMCAP)
Points

Rank

Description

Hazard Probability (Possible occurrence in the future)
1

Unlikely

Less than a 1% probability over the next 100 years

2

Possible

1-10% probability in the next year or at least one chance in the next
100 years

3

Likely

10-100% probability in the next year or at least one chance in the next
10 years

4

Highly Likely

Near 100% probability in the next year

Hazard Frequency
0

Very Low

Events that occur less frequently than once in 1,000 years (less than
0.1% per year)

1

Low

Events that occur from once in 100 years to once in 1,000 years (0.1%
- 1% per year).

2

Medium

Events that occur from once in 10 years to once in 100 years (1% 10% per year).

3

High

Events that occur more frequently than once in 10 years (greater than
10% per year).

Geographical Extent (Area Impacted by a Given Natural Hazard)
1

Small

Less than 10% of the City affected

2

Medium

10-50% of the City affected

3

Large

More than 50% of the City affected

Severity of Impact from Hazard
1

Minor

Limited and scattered property damage; no damage to public
infrastructure (roads, bridges, trains, airports, public parks, etc.);
contained geographic area (i.e. one or two communities); essential
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Points

Rank

Description
services (utilities, hospitals, schools, etc.) not interrupted; no injuries
or fatalities.

2

Serious

Scattered major property damage (more than 10% destroyed); some
minor infrastructure damage; wider geographic area (several
communities); essential services briefly interrupted up to 1 day; some
minor injuries.

3

Extensive

Consistent major property damage (more than 25%); major damage
public infrastructure damage (up to several days for repairs); essential
services are interrupted from several hours to several days; many
injuries and possible fatalities.

4

Catastrophic

Property and public infrastructure destroyed (more than 50%);
essential services stopped for 30 days or more, multiple injuries and
fatalities.

Table 2 includes list of the hazards selected by Pepperell for inclusion in this Summary of
Findings Report and the HMP update. The HMP Update includes profiles for each natural
hazard that document additional detail about the history of occurrence and potential future
occurrence.
TABLE 2: Relevant Natural Hazards for the Town of Pepperell
History of
Occurrence
in
Pepperell

Hazard
Probability

Hazard
Frequency

Geographic
Extent

Severity of
Impact

Hazard
Risk
Ranking

Yes

3

3

2

3

11

Severe WinterStorm/Nor'easter

Yes

3

3

3

2

11

Drought

Yes

3

3

2

2

10

Extreme
Temperature

Yes

3

3

3

1

10

Tropical Storms/
Hurricanes

Yes

3

2

3

2

10

Severe WeatherStrong Wind and
High
Precipitation

Yes

3

3

3

1

10

Invasive Species

Yes

4

3

2

1

10

Microburst

Yes

3

3

1

1

8

Earthquake

Yes

1

0

3

3

7

Wildfires

Yes

3

1

1

1

6

Tornadoes

No

1

0

1

3

5

Landslide

No

1

0

1

1

3

Type of Natural
Hazard
Inland Flooding
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2.1.3 Top Hazards for Pepperell
Based on the evaluation of natural hazard risk ranking coupled with the history of
occurrence, the geographic extent of impact, economic impact, and consideration for
climate change, the Advisory Group determined the highest ranked natural hazards for
Pepperell consist of:


Severe winter storms



Other severe weather and tropical storms / hurricanes



Inland Flooding



Average/Extreme temperatures and drought

The 2015 Regional HMP natural hazard risk index rated Pepperell at high risk for flooding,
earthquake, nor’easters, hurricanes, ice storms, snowstorms and blizzards; at moderate
risk for wildfire, drought, and ice jams; and at low risk for dam failure, landslides, urban
fire and tornadoes.

2.2 Areas of Concern
During the CRB Workshops, participants outlined areas of concern under three categories
of community assets, consistent with the CRB Workshop Guide: infrastructural, societal,
environmental. In addition, for consistency with the HMP update, participates included
areas of concern in Pepperell’s economic assets. The completed CRB Risk Matrix in
Appendix D provides additional information.

2.2.1 Infrastructural (Built Environment)
Critical facilities necessary for a community’s response to and recovery from emergencies,
infrastructure critical for public health and safety, economic viability, or for critical facilities
to operate.
The workshop participants identified the following categories of or specific infrastructural
assets with vulnerabilities or strengths within the community (presented alphabetically):













Bridges (Main Street, Route 119, Route 113, Groton Street, Hollis Street, Mill
Street)
Culverts (town-wide)
Department of Public Works facilities
Fire and Police facilities
Main Street Dam (private)
Major traffic arteries
Power grid
Private medical center on Main Street
Public safety communications including SCADA
Public wells and water facilities
Schools/town shelters
Wastewater treatment plant and pump stations

2.2.2 Societal (People / Vulnerable Populations)
Areas of greater population density, or population with unique vulnerabilities or less able
to respond and recover during a disaster.
Town of Pepperell CRB Workshop - Summary of Findings Report
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The workshop participants identified the following categories or specific societal assets
with vulnerabilities or strengths within the community (presented alphabetically):















Child Care on Hollis Street
Churches
Emergency shelters
Food Pantry
Historical Places
Nursing Homes/elderly housing
Pepperell Airport
PACH outreach
Senior Center
RV/Trailers
SNMC
Schools
Town Library
Veterinary hospitals

2.2.3 Environmental (Natural Environment)
Areas that provide protective function to reduce magnitude of hazard impact and
increase resiliency. Areas of sensitive habitat that are vulnerable to hazard events,
protection of areas that are important to community objectives, such as the protection
of sensitive habitat, provide socio-economic benefits, etc.
The workshop participants identified the following categories or specific environmental
assets with vulnerabilities or strengths within the community (presented alphabetically):








Conservation lands and open space (e.g., Town Forest, Ch. 61 lands, open space)
Farms
Habitat (including vernal pools)
Major Wetlands and Waterbodies (e.g., Nashua and Nississit Rivers, Gulf Brook)
Properties in floodplain
Trails (Nashua River Trail)
Well contribution areas

2.2.4 Economy
Major employers, primary economic sectors and commercial centers where loss or
inoperability would have severe impact on the community and ability to recover from a
disaster.
The workshop participants identified the following categories or specific economic assets
with vulnerabilities or strengths within the community (presented alphabetically):










Banks
Donelan’s Supermarket (Main Street)
Farms
Funeral Homes (Main Street, Pleasant Street)
Gas Heating Oil Company
Gas Stations
Hardware Store (Main Street)
Industrial Park (Lomar Park)
Kimball Fruit Farm (Hollis Street)
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Main Street Businesses
Medical Center (Main Street)
Oil Delivery (Groton Street, Hollis Street)
Pharmacies
Railroad Square (East Main Street)
Recreational Areas
Skydiving Park (Nashua Road)
Tree removal services
Veterinary Hospital (River Road)
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Current Concerns and Challenges Presented
by Hazards and Climate Change
3.1 History of Natural Hazards that have Impacted
Pepperell
Chapter 3 of the HMP Update includes hazard profiles for each of the natural hazards that
have impacted the Town or can impact the Town in the future, including a definition and
description of the hazard, previous occurrence and extent (including historical data), local
areas of impact, and probability for future occurrence. Evaluation of the extent or severity
of the hazard includes the measuring scale for a specific hazard. Locally identified areas
of impact include maps showing the areas identified by the hazard whenever possible. The
probability of future occurrences is based on best available science and historic events
using the hazard probability.
The following provides an overview of the general concerns about natural hazards as
expressed by workshop participants:


Severe storms seem to be more frequent and have a great impact on the Town.
The March 2018 back to back winter storms left over 20 inches of snow and many
people were out of power for multiple days. Attendees recalled many blizzards
including the “Snowtober” event in October 2011, winter storms in February 2013
and January 2015.



Flooding is a serious concern in Pepperell. There was a record storm in March 2010,
where the Nashua River experienced its worst flood in 23 years, resulting in
substantial impacts in Pepperell including closure of Routes 119 and 111. Hurricane
Irene in August 2011 caused devastating flooding and wind damage.



The community is feeling the impacts from extreme temperatures, including
drought. Atmospheric hazards impact farmers, the public water supply, and
private wells.



Tropical storms and hurricanes impact Pepperell, resulting in flooding and power
outages.



Invasive species are everywhere and harm the Town’s waterbodies.



Microbursts have occurred a number of times and had significant impacts to
localized areas.

These hazards are anticipated to be amplified by climate change as discussed in
Commonwealth’s
resilient
MA
Climate
Change
Clearinghouse
website
(http://www.resilientma.org/)
Changes in Precipitation: Changes in the amount, frequency, and
timing of precipitation—including both rainfall and snowfall—are
occurring across the globe as temperatures rise and other climate
patterns shift in response.
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Rising Temperatures: Average global temperatures have risen
steadily in the last 50 years, and scientists warn that the trend will
continue unless greenhouse gas emissions are significantly reduced. The
9 warmest years on record all occurred in the last 20 years (2017, 2016,
2015, 2014, 2013, 2010, 2009, 2005, and 1998), according to the U.S.
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
Extreme Weather: Climate change is expected to increase extreme
weather events across the globe, as well as right here in
Massachusetts. There is strong evidence that storms—from heavy
downpours and blizzards to tropical cyclones and hurricanes—are
becoming more intense and damaging, and can lead to devastating
impacts for residents across the state.
The following table reproduced from the SHMCAP shows how climate change interacts with
natural hazards.
TABLE 3: Climate Change Interactions
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3.2 Massachusetts Climate Change Projections
Researchers from the Northeast Climate Science Center at the University of Massachusetts
Amherst prepared projections for changes in temperature, precipitation, and sea level rise
for the entire state, as well as each major watershed in recognition that there are
differences regionally. EEA is encouraging municipalities, industry, non-government
organizations, state government and others to utilize this information as a standard, peerreviewed set of climate change projections and is recommending these projections be
included in MVP planning efforts. The Town of Pepperell is entirely included within the
Nashua River watershed. The information presented in this section is specific to this
watershed and was excerpted from Massachusetts Climate Change Projections, dated
March 20182.

3.2.1 Increasing Temperatures
Warmer temperatures and extended heat waves could have very significant impacts on
public health in our state, as well as the health of plants, animals and ecosystems like
forests and wetlands. Rising temperatures will also affect important economic sectors like
agriculture and tourism, and infrastructure like the electrical grid. Even what seems like
a very small rise in average temperatures can cause major changes in other factors, such
as the relative proportion of precipitation that falls as rain or snow.
In Massachusetts, temperatures are projected to increase significantly over the next
century. Winter average temperatures are likely to increase more than those in summer,
with major impacts on everything from winter recreation to increased pests and challenges
to harvesting for the forestry industry. Beyond this general warming trend, Massachusetts
will experience an increasing number of days with extreme heat in the future. Generally,
extreme heat is considered to be over 90 degrees F, because at temperatures above that
threshold, heat-related illnesses and mortality show a marked increase. Residents in
Massachusetts – especially those who are very young, ill, or elderly, and those who live
in older buildings without air conditioning – will face greater risks of serious heat-related
illnesses when extreme heat becomes more common. Extreme heat and dry conditions or
drought could also be detrimental to crop production, harvest and livestock.
While warmer winters may reduce burdens on energy systems, more heat in the summer
may put larger demands on aging systems, creating the potential for power outages. The
number of cooling degree days is expected to increase significantly by the end of the
century adding to this strain. In addition, heat can directly stress transmission lines,
substations, train tracks, roads and bridges, and other critical infrastructure.
Increased Average Temperature
The Nashua River watershed is expected to experience increased average temperatures
throughout the 21st century. Maximum and minimum temperatures are also expected to
increase throughout the end of the century. These increased temperature trends are
expected for both annual and seasonal projections. Seasonally, maximum summer and
fall temperatures are expected to see the highest projected increase throughout the 21st
century. Table 4 below demonstrates temperature change throughout the next century.

2

https://www.mass.gov/files/ma-statewide-and-majorbasins-climate-projections-final.pdf
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TABLE 4
Increased Average Temperature

Days with Maximum Temperatures
Due to projected increases in average and maximum temperatures throughout the end of
the century, the Nashua basin is also expected to experience an increase in days with
daily maximum temperatures over 90°F, 95°F, and 100°F. Table 5 below demonstrates
the number of days per season with extreme maximum temperatures.
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TABLE 5
Days with Maximum Temperatures

Days with Minimum Temperatures
Due to projected increases in average and minimum temperatures throughout the end of
the century, the Nashua basin is expected to experience a decrease in days with daily
minimum temperatures below 32°F and 0°F. Table 6 below demonstrates the number of
days per season with extreme minimum temperatures.
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TABLE 6
Days with Minimum Temperatures

Heating Degree-Days and Cooling Degree-Days
Due to projected increases in average, maximum, and minimum temperatures throughout
the end of the century, the Nashua basin is expected to experience a decrease in heating
degree days and increases in both cooling degree-days and growing degree-days. Table 7
below demonstrates this.
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TABLE 7
Heating Degree-Days

3.2.2 Changing Precipitation
Rainfall is expected to increase in spring and winter months in particular, with increasing
consecutive dry days in summer and fall. More total rainfall can have an impact on the
frequency of minor but disruptive flooding events, especially in areas where stormwater
infrastructure (such as drainage systems, bridges, and culverts) has not been adequately
sized to accommodate higher levels. Increased total rainfall will also affect agriculture,
forestry and natural ecosystems.
More intense downpours often lead to inland flooding as soils become saturated and stop
absorbing more water, river flows rise, and the capacity of urban storm water systems is
exceeded. Flooding may occur as a result of heavy rainfall and snowmelt, but precipitation
is the strongest driver of flooding in Massachusetts. Winter flooding is also common in
Massachusetts, particularly when the ground is frozen.
The climate projections suggest that the frequency of high-intensity rainfall events will
trend upward. Overall, it is anticipated that the severity of flood-inducing weather events
and storms will increase, with events that produce sufficient precipitation to present a risk
of flooding likely increasing. A single intense downpour can cause flooding and widespread
damage to property and critical infrastructure. The coast will experience the greatest
increase in high-intensity rainfall days, but some level of increase will occur in every area
of Massachusetts.
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Intense rainfall from developed areas can cause pollutants on roads and parking lots to
get washed into nearby rivers and lakes, reducing habitat quality. As rainfall and snowfall
patterns change, certain habitats and species that have specific physiological
requirements may be affected.
Climate projections for Massachusetts indicate that in future decades, winter precipitation
could increase, but by the end of the century most of this precipitation is likely to fall as
rain instead of snow due to warmer winters. There are many human and environmental
impacts that could result from this change including reduced snow cover for winter
recreation and tourism, less spring snow melt to replenish aquifers, higher levels of winter
runoff, and lower spring river flows for aquatic ecosystems.
A small projected decrease in average summer precipitation in Massachusetts could
combine with higher temperatures to increase the frequency of episodic droughts, like the
one experienced across the Commonwealth in the summer of 2016. Droughts will create
challenges for local water supply by reducing surface water storage and the recharge of
groundwater supplies, including private wells. More frequent droughts could also
exacerbate the impacts of flood events by damaging vegetation that could otherwise help
mitigate flooding impacts. Droughts may also weaken tree root systems, making them
more susceptible to toppling during high wind events.
Days with High Precipitation
The projections for expected number of days receiving precipitation over one inch are
variable for the Nashua basin, fluctuating between loss and gain of days. Table 8 below
demonstrates this.
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TABLE 8
Days with Precipitation over 1”, 2”, and 4”

Total Precipitation
Similar to projections for number of days receiving precipitation over a specified threshold,
seasonal projections for total precipitation are also variable for the Nashua basin. Table 9
below demonstrates total precipitation.
TABLE 9
Total Precipitation
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Consecutive Dry Days
Annual and seasonal projections for consecutive dry days, or for a given period, the largest
number of consecutive days with precipitation less than 1 mm (~0.04 inches), are variable
throughout the 21st century. Table 10 below demonstrates dry days.
TABLE 10
Consecutive Dry Days

3.3 Specific Categories of Concerns and Challenges
Workshop attendees identified 68 community assets that were either vulnerable to the
impacts of climate change or strengths to the Town of Pepperell. Of that list, the following
concerns are challenges were discussed:


Maintaining communication for public safety services in the event of an emergency,
including floods and power outages.



Resiliency of the power grid, including power outages and ability to provide backup
power via generators or a microgrid system for the Town.



Ability to obtain medical services and facilities, including access to private
pharmacies to procure prescription drugs.



Mandatory water conservation or use restrictions to drinking water including on the
regional level



Available space and usage of emergency shelters.



Flooding impacts on road networks and emergency response.



Education of private entities and residents, including vulnerable populations like
the elderly, about Town emergency response services, shelters, private well
resiliency, and assessing generator need and/or condition if applicable.



Obtaining gas during power outage and other severe storm events.



Privately owned dams and a need for formal Emergency Action Plans.



Emergency response for livestock and farms.



Access to food, including on a regional scale.
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FIGURE 5: Examples of Marked up Maps showing areas of Concerns or Challenges

3.4 Current Strengths and Assets
Pepperell officials and emergency response staff are actively engaged in preparing the
community to respond to and adapt to current and future natural hazards. Collaboration,
communication, and responsiveness of these staff is viewed as a strength in Pepperell. In
addition, Pepperell has an active and engaged resident base that helps facilitate outreach
and education and provide input on ongoing planning processes. Pepperell’s public works
staff are viewed as a strength in terms of their operation and management of the water
and wastewater systems and assistance with emergency response.
The Town also completes thoughtful planning exercises, such as currently updating its
Master Plan, and has begun the process of preparing a Town-specific HMP update.
Capabilities are further discussed in Appendix C in the completed FEMA Capabilities
Assessment Worksheet.

3.5 Top Recommendations and Strategies to Improve
Resiliency
According the FEMA’s Local Multi-Hazard Mitigation Planning Guidance, hazard mitigation
measures can generally be sorted into six categories:
1. Prevention: Government administrative or regulatory actions or processes that
influence the way land and buildings are developed and built, and direct public
activities to reduce hazard losses. Examples include planning and zoning, building
codes, capital improvement programs, open space preservation, and stormwater
management regulations.
2. Property Protection: Modification or removal of existing buildings or
infrastructure to protect them from a hazard. Examples include acquisition,
elevation, relocation, structural retrofits, flood proofing, storm shutters, and
shatter resistant glass.
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3. Public Education and Awareness: Actions to inform and educate citizens,
elected officials, and property owners about the potential risks from hazards and
ways to mitigation them. Such actions include outreach projects, real estate
disclosure requirements, hazard information centers, and school-age and adult
education programs.
4. Natural Resource Protection and Green Infrastructure: Actions that, in
addition to minimizing hazard losses, preserve or restore the functions of natural
systems. These actions include low impact development, sediment and erosion
control, stream corridor restoration, watershed management, urban forest and
vegetation management, and wetland restoration and preservation.
5. Structural Projects: Actions that involve the construction of structures to reduce
the impact of a hazard. Such structures include storm water controls (e.g.,
culverts), floodwalls, seawalls, retaining walls, and safe rooms.
6. Emergency Services Protection: Actions that will protect emergency services
before, during, and immediately after an occurrence. Examples of these actions
include protection of warning system capability, protection of critical facilities, and
protection of emergency response infrastructure
All Mitigation Projects listed in the mitigation strategy (Chapter 7) of the HMP update and
identified in the CRB workshops are considered resiliency actions for the Town. The list
prepared below is subject to change based on evolving conditions in the Town.
TABLE 11: Mitigation Actions
Category Description of Action
of Action

Implementation
Hazard
Responsibility and Addressed
Status

Timeframe/
Priority

Emergency Evaluate the design and construction
for a new Public Safety Complex
Services
Protection

Building Committee

All Hazards

Short-term

Emergency Evaluate and identify backups for the
Services
existing communications system and
Protection define alternative communications
and improve redundancy

Communications
Director/Police and
Fire

All Hazards

Short-term

Natural
Resource
Protection

Acquire and protect land including
forests, agriculture, floodplains, and
other local priorities

Town Planning
Board/Conservation
Commission.

Flooding,
Hurricanes,
Climate
Change

Ongoing

Natural
Update Town floodplain, zoning, and
Resource
stormwater bylaws
Protection/
Prevention

Town Planning
Board/Conservation
Commission

Flooding,
Climate
Change

Short-term

Natural
Resource
Protection

Conservation
Commission/ Town
Engineer

Flooding,
Severe
Storms,
Climate
Change

Ongoing

Conduct a town wide
watershed/stormwater assessment
(modeling, culvert assessments)
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TABLE 11: Mitigation Actions
Category Description of Action
of Action

Implementation
Hazard
Responsibility and Addressed
Status

Timeframe/
Priority

Structural
Projects

Address repetitive flood issues on
Route 119

DPW & MassDOT,
Conservation

Flooding,
Severe
Storms

Ongoing

Property
Protection/
Natural
Resource
Protection/
Emergency
Services
Protection
Prevention

Conduct a feasibility study and
cost/benefit analysis for developing
microgrids

Board of Selectmen

Severe
Storms,
Climate
Change

Long-term

Develop a large/dead tree
management plan and conduct tree
trimming

DPW

Severe
Storms,
Hurricane,
Tornado

Ongoing

Structural
Projects

Conduct capacity planning study for
culverts to analyze design, permit,
and construction

DPW/Town
Engineer,
Conservation

Flooding,
Climate
Change

Short-term

Emergency Study inventory and conduct an
Services
evaluation on private emergency
Protection generator readiness and condition

Natural
Resource
Protection

Building Department All Hazards

Conduct a watershed evaluation study Conservation
for stormwater retrofits
Commission/DPW

Long-term

Flooding,
Climate
Change

Short-term

Emergency Conduct an agreement with a private
Services
vendor regarding gas/oil supplies for
Protection the highway department in the event
of an emergency

DPW/Emergency
Manager

All Hazards

Short-term

Emergency Develop an evacuation plan for
Services
nursing homes, elderly housing, and
Protection other facilities that house vulnerable
populations

Emergency
All Hazards
Manager, Council on
Aging

Short-term

Emergency Develop a Reactive Regional
Services
Emergency Planning Committee
Protection (REPC)

Emergency
Services

Ongoing
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TABLE 11: Mitigation Actions
Category Description of Action
of Action

Natural
Resource
Protection

Conduct a floodplain impact
evaluation for the Wastewater
Treatment Facility and collection
system

Public
Add a shower at Senior Center to
Education/ allow the facility to serve as the
Structural primary shelter
Project
Natural
Resource
Protection

Implementation
Hazard
Responsibility and Addressed
Status

Timeframe/
Priority

DPW/Conservation

Flooding

Short-term

Emergency
Manager/ CoA

All Hazards

Short-term

Climate
Change

Short-term

Develop a wildlife (beavers,
Board of Health
mosquitos, etc.) management plan for
major wetlands and waterbodies
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4.1 Workshop Participants
A list of those invited to participate in the workshops is included in Appendix B. The
following provides a list of participates and affiliation. Members of the workshop project
team that had a role are also documented.

4.1.1 Workshop #1 Attendance
Workshop Host: Andrew MacLean, Town Administrator, and Lisa Davis, Planning Board
Advisor
Workshop Facilitators: Gabrielle Belfit, CFM, Sharon Rooney, AICP and Janet Moonan, PE
(Tighe & Bond)
Table Facilitators: Gabrielle Belfit, and Sharon Rooney (Tighe & Bond), Beverly Woods
(NMCOG), and Lisa Davis (Town of Pepperell)
Table 12: Workshop #1: October 28, 2019
Name
Affiliation

Name

Affiliation

Paula Terrasi

TOP Cons & DPW

Margie LaFleur

BOH Chair

Brynn Montesanti

TOP PB & BOH

Cheryl Lutcza

Assistant to Zoning BD
of Appeals

Scott Farrar

National Grid

Beverly Woods

NMCOG

Walter Richard

IA Auto

Joyce Morrow

PB/MPC

Deb Fountain

Master Plan Comm

David Querze

Emergency
Management

Debbie Nutter

Treasurer

Deb Spratt

Library

Ken Kalinowski

DPW

Kalene Gendron

Board of Health

Kris Hartwell

DPW

Andrew MacLean

Town Administration

Joan Ladik

Town Clerk

Denise Pigeon

Nashoba Tech

John Ladik

Fin Com

Michelle Rowden

EEA

Tony Beattie

Robinwood Farm

Tom Nephew

BPW Realty

4.1.2 Workshop #2 Attendance
Workshop Host: Andrew MacLean, Town Administrator, and Lisa Davis, Planning Board
Advisor
Workshop Facilitators: Gabrielle Belfit, CFM, Sharon Rooney, AICP and Janet Moonan, PE
(Tighe & Bond)
Table Facilitators: Gabrielle Belfit, and Sharon Rooney (Tighe & Bond), Carlin Andrus
(NMCOG), and Paula Terrasi and Lisa Davis (Town of Pepperell)
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Table 13: Workshop #2: November 2, 2019
Name
Affiliation
Master Planning Adv
Renee D’Argento
Com

Name

Affiliation

Ken Hartlage

Nashoba Conservation
Trust

Climate Working Grp
Tony Beattie

Robinwood Farm

Charles P Walker

Planning Board

Jim Scarsdale

NASHUARD

Rick McHugh

Planning Board

Casey Campetti

Planning Board

Wm Van Lennys
Carlin Anderson

NMCOG

Rob Rand

Cons. Comm

Beth Faxon

Resident

John Masiello

MASY

Gabrielle Belfit

Tighe & Bond

David Walsh

Walsh Bros.

Lauri Masiello

MASY

Andrew MacLean

Town of Pepperell

4.2 Workshop Project Team
The following individuals provided invaluable assistance
implementation of the workshops and listening session.

with

coordination

and

MVP/HMP Advisory
Committee

MVP/HMP
Core Team

TABLE 14: Core Team and Advisory Committee Members
Name
Title/Department/Affiliation
Lisa Davis
Town Planner
David Querze
Emergency Management Director
Beverly Woods
NMCOG
Brynn Montesanti
Planning
Paula Terrasi
Conservation Agent
Ken Kalinowski
DPW Director
Andrew MacLean
Town Administrator
Kalene Gendron
Health Agent
Walter Richards
Resident
Denise Pigeon
Nashoba Tech
Lisa Davis
Town Planner
Beverly Woods
NMCOG
Tony Beattie
Robinwood Farm and resident
Casey Competti
Planning Board
Paula Terrasi
Conservation DPW
Kalene Gendron
Board of Health
Jim Scarsdale
Resident
David Querze
Emergency Management Director
Kat Belliveau
Resident
Andrew MacLean
Town Administrator
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